Towards a Trans-Anatolian Pedagogy: Traversing Invisible Turkish-Kurdish Landscapes Through Film

(Note: links to film clips from the talk will remain available through Lumière for approx. 1 week)

Clip Title: “Berzan's work day begins in historic Istanbul”
Film Title: JOURNEY TO THE SUN (1999) [English subtitles]
URL: https://lumiere.berkeley.edu/students/items/33395

Clip Title: “Turkish-Kurdish cassettes at a checkpoint near Van”
Film Title: PHOTOGRAPH (2001); [Turkish / Kurdish subtitles]
URL: https://lumiere.berkeley.edu/students/items/33380
Clip Title: “crow and peacocks fable in Doğubayazıt, 1992”
Film Title: SONG OF MY MOTHER (2014); [English subtitles]
URL: https://lumiere.berkeley.edu/students/items/33382

Clip Title: crow and peacocks fable in İstanbul, 2014
Film Title: SONG OF MY MOTHER (2014); [English subtitles]
URL: https://lumiere.berkeley.edu/students/items/33429